Tossups by Quincy

1. His first Broadway play, _Middle of the Night-, about a middle-class Jewish love affair, also
began as fl television script. His next several plays included _The Tenth Man-' _Gideon-' and
_The Passion of Josef D._ , a satirical look at Stalin. His first successful work was the TV play,
_Marty-, and his novel_Altered States-, about a scientist who uses drugs in his quest for the
truth, became a movie in 1980. FTP, who is this playwright and screenwriter, best known for
writing the screenplay for the Oscar-winning movie, _Network_?
Answer: Paddy (Sidney) _ Chayefsky_
2. Having joined the faculty of Columbia University in 1904, he resigned in 1917 to protest the
dismissal of two colleagues for pacifism. Unlike his earlier publications, he became very
conservative in his last two books, _American Foreign Policy in the Making_ and _President
Roosevelt and the Coming of the War_. Earlier he had helped organize the New School for Social
Research and documented the study and teaching of history in his work, _A Charter for the Social
Sciences in the Schools_. FTP, identify this historian, who often collaborated with his wife Mary,
best known for his controversial work, _An Econorrllc Interpretation of the Constitution_.
Answer: Charles Austin Beard
3. Its outer membrane contains a large channel-forming protein called porin, and is permeable to
all molecules 5000 daltons or less. The intermembrane space contains several enzymes that
phosphorylate various nucleotides using ATP. The inner membrane is folded into numerous
cristae. Its matrix contains hundreds of enzymes, including those used for the oxidation of fatty
acids and pyruvate and for the citric acid cycle. FTP, identify this cell organelle, the site of the
electron-transport chain, thus, the site of the majority of ATP synthesis in the cell?
Answer: Mitochondrion or Mitochondria
4. In his autobiographical _Chronicle of My Musical Life_he admitted his lack of qualifications to
teach corpposition at the St. Petersburg Conservatory. At the age of 15 he began taking piano
lessons with Theodore Canille, and two years later composed his first symphony under Mily
Balakirev. He edited Mussorgsky's, _Boris Gudonov-, and with Glazunov also edited the
posthumous works ofBorodin. _Seivilia_ and _Mozart and Salieri_ are the only two of his
operas not taken from a Russian background. FTP, identify this composer of the operas _The
Tsar's Bride-, _Sadko-, and _The Snow Maiden_.
Answer: Nikolay _ Rimsky-Korsakov_
5. The name's the same. It is an island of the Saronic group in the Aegean Sea, just off the eastern
tip of the Argolis peninsula of the Peloponnese. In science, it is a genus of invertebrate freshwater
animals of the phylum Cnidaria. Its body is composed of a thin, translucent tube that measures up
to 30 millimeters. In mythology it is destroyed with the help ofIolaus and is the offspring of
Typhon and Echidna. FTP, what creature, killed by Hercules, grew two heads for every one cut
off?
Answer: _Hydra_
6. His interest in psychology began when he was a student at Union Theological Seminary in New

York City. Deciding against a career in the ministry, he got his doctorate from Columbia
University, where he worked in child study at the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children. This leg to the publication of his first book, _The Clinical Treatment of the Problem
Child_. He delineated his corrective method in the book, _Counseling and Psychotherapy_.
FTP, who was this man, who stated that the client determines the course, speed, and duration of
treatment in his nondirective, or client-centered, approach to psychotherapy?
Answer: Carl Ransom _Rogers_
7. In the work, the author claims that Sophocles is "second among the serious poets." The play
opens with Dionysus, wearing a lion skin and gown, and his slave, Xanthias, carrying baggage for
a long journey, arriving at Hercules' front door. Hercules gives Dionysus directions to the
underworld, and after numerous tribulations, the god ends up judging a poetry contest between
Euripides and Aeschylus for the right to the seat of honor next to Pluto. This all happens in, FTP,
what Aristophanes work that takes its title from the animals who utter the chorus during
Dionysus' crossing of the Infernal Lake?
Answer: The _Frogs_
8. He was epitomized by Tacitus as having·been "equal to supreme power if he had not held it."
He became consul at a young age, received command of the Upper German army six years later,
served a proconsulship in Africa after another six years, and was appointed governor of Nearer
Spain in 60 AD. He worked with Vindex, a governor in Gaul, to recruit troops in Spain to move
against Nero. FTP, who was this man who served for seven months from June 9, 68 to January
15,69 as emperor of Rome?
Answer: Servius _ Galba_ Caesar Augustus or Servius Sulpicius _ Galba_
9. His reputation as a theoretical astronomer was established with the publication of such
astronomical works as "The Principles of Astronomy," and "The Elements of Celestial
Mechanics." In his most famous methodology study, "The Calculus of Centres of Gravity." He
introduced homogenous coordinates into arialytical geometry, dealt with projective
transformations, and discussed the configuration known as his "net." FTP, who was this German,
best known for his discussion of the properties of one-sided surfaces, including his famed
"strip?"
Answer: Karl August _Mobius_
10. In America, its church was constituted as an autonomous body in the late 18th century under
the guidance of Francis Asbury and Thomas Coke, who organized it around the movement's
founder. It split into two branches during the Civil War, but the two sides officially reunited in
1939. The religion originally started during the 1740's, when it's founder along with George
Whitefield started open-air preaching to those who felt neglected by the Church of England. FTP,
what was this movement strengthened by the religious hymns of Charles and founded by his
brother, John Wesley?
Answer: Methodism
11. In 1967-68 he served as national chairman of Americans for Democratic Action. A key
adviser to JFK, he served as ambassador to India from 1961-63. Some of his works include The

Liberal Hour_ and _The Great Crash, 1929_. In _The New Industrial State_ he portrayed a
growing similarity between U.S. "managerial" capitalism and socialism. While teaching at Harvard
he releas~d his best known work which calls for less emphasis on production and more on
public services. FTP, who is this author of _The Affiuent Society_?
Answer: John Kenneth Galbraith
12. The son of an English anny officer stationed in Ireland, he was educated at the Kilkenny
School~ where Jonathan Swift was a schoolmate. He finished his schooling at Trinity College in
Dublin and released his first play, _The Old Bachelor-' with the help of John Dryden. The phrase
''Music hath channs to soothe a savage breast" is taken from his tragedy, _The Mourning Bride_.
FTP, who was this English playwright who authored such comedies as _The Double Dealer-,
_Love for Love-, and _The Way of the World_?
Answer: William _ Congreve_
13 . Ancestors of the modem Tonga tribe in this country reached the region early in the 2nd
millennium AD. A Portuguese trading mission was established there in 1798 ne.ar Lake Mweru.
The 1920's saw the development of its Copperbelt region and the growth of its capital at
Livingstone. During the early 1950's the nationalist movement was launched by the United
National Independence Party, and the country gained independence from Britain in 1963,
with Kenneth Kuanda as the first president. FTP, what is this nation, fonnerly known as Northern
Rhodesia, with its current capital at Lusaka?
Answer: Republic of _Zambia_
14. Friedrich Bergius shared a Nobel Prize in 1931 for studies that helped improve this process. It
was the f1rst industrial chemical process to use high pressure for a chemical reaction. It also
employed a moderately high temperature and a catalyst made mostly from iron. It was applied on
a large scale by the man who shared the prize with Bergius, Karl Bosch, who is sometimes listed
in the name of the process. FTP, what is this method of fixation of nitrogen and addition of
hydrogen to directly synthesize ammonia?
Answer: _Haber_ process or _Haber-Bosch_ process or _Synthetic Ammonia_ process
15. A typical one uses two beams of light - the sample beam passes through the sample cell,
whereas, the reference beam passes through a reference cell that contains only a solvent. The
device's monochromator allows only one frequency oflight to enter its detector at a time. The
detector signal controls movement of the pen along the y axis, with varying absorption bands
depending on the type of compound and its functional groups. FTP, what is this device
that measures a compound's absorption oflight in the 10 to the minus 4 nanometer region of the
electromagnetic spectrum?
Answer: _Infrared Spectrometer_ or _IR Spectrometer_ (prompt on "spectrometer")
16. In _Annageddon-, he introduced Sean O'Sullivan, a young American officer based in Berlin
in post-World War II Gennany. In _The Haj-, he told the story ofHaj Ibrahim, the leader ofa
small, strategically placed Arabic Village. In _Mila 18-, he examined the Polish-Jew resistance
movement in Warsaw during Gennan occupation. In _Trinity-, he chronicled two men, their
families, and their role in the Irish independence movement. FTP, identify this author of
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such acclaimed works as - QBVII- and - Exodus- .
Answer: Leon Uris
.17. A story by the Italian novelist, Alberto Moravia, was the basis for his film, _Contemp_t. He
used the his wife, Anna Karina, in many of his films, including _The Little Soldier-' a once banned
movie about torture and countertorture, and _My Life to Live-' the study of a young prostitute.
His most famous work recounts the misadventures of a petty crook, who admires Humphrey
Bogart and is betrayed by an American girl. FTP, identify this director who won the Prix Jean
Vigo, for his first feature film, _Breathless_.
Answer: Jean-Luc Godard
18. Its lowlands are composed of two northern regions, the Peten and the Atlantic littoral and its
largest lake is Lake Izabal. The Altos Cuchumatanes is the northern mountain range, and its
southern Sierra Madres range is dominate by 33 volcanic peaks, including Tajumulco, the
country's highest mountain. FTP if you can name the capital of this third largest country of
Central America, you can name the country.
Answer: Guatemala
19. After his election to the House of Representatives, he inaugurated the House Committee on
Finance, now the Ways and Means Committee. Later in his life he would serve as a minister to
France from 1816-1823 and a short-lived nominee for the vice presidency in 1824. He helped
reduce Federalist-sponsored expenditures aimed at incensing France, and many believed that the
Federali.sts passed the Alien and Sedition Acts solely to drive him out of office. FTP, who
was this statesman, the key negotiator in assuring the acceptance of the Treaty of Ghent and
Jefferson's Secretary of the Treasury?
Answer: Albert (Abraham Alfonse) _Gallatin_

20. In Russian literature· it was first used by N.!. Nadezhdin in an article in the _Messenger of
Europe-' applying it to Alexander Pushkin. In his novel _What Is to Be Done?-' Chernyshevsky
endeavored to detect likable aspects of it, and Ivan Turgenev popularized it in _Fathers and Sons_
through the figure ofBazarov. The term itself is quite old, initially applying to certain heretics in
the Middle Ages. FTP, what is this philosophy that believes all evils to arise from a single source,
ignorance, that can only be overcome by science, a philosophy that takes its name from the Latin
for "nothing?"
Answer: nihilism
21. The first battle of the war occurred at St. Albans and led to an uneasy truce for four years,
until fighting resumed at Blore Heath and Ludford Bridge. The first decisive victory occurred
under the leadership of the "kingmarker", Richard Neville, earl of Warwick, who routed the
opposition at Northampton. However~ Neville"Os forces were then ambushed at Wakefield~ only
to regroup and win the bloodiest battle of the war at the township pfTowton. This ended the first
phase of fighting, yet the battles did not completely end until, FTP, what series of wars concluded
with the defeat .0fRichard III by Henry Tudor at Bosworth Field?
Answer: _ Wares) of the Roses_
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22. Full name required. D.H. Lawrence portrayed her as Julia in _Aaron's Rod-, and she, in turn,
portrayed him in _Bid lYre to Live_. She married poet Richard Aldington in 1913 and her first
volume of verse, _Sea Garden-, was released three years later. "Take care, do not know me," was
the warning she gave readers in her book-length poem, _Trilogy_. In her autobiography,
_HERmione-' she analyzed her relationship and engagement with the young Ezra Pound. FTP,
who was this poet who received the pseudonym H.D. from Pound?
Answer: Hilda Doolittle
23. The seasoning process involves chopping and mixing with beef or mutton suet and oatmeal
and spicing it up with the addition of onion and cayenne pepper. It is traditionally eaten on the
New Year's celebration of Hogmanay, when it is ceremonially presented to the accompaniment of
music. It is usually served with turnips and potatoes, and whiskey is drunk with it. FTP, what is
this food, usually prepared by wrapping the mixture in the animal's stomach and boiling it, a large
spherical sausage medley of the heart, liver, and lungs of a sheep, the national dish of Scotland?
Answer: - Haaais
;::,;::,24. He first gained technological proficiency by copying the pictures of Diego Velasquez, Rivera,
and other 17th century Spanish painters. He often concentrated on provincial life or comical
subjects with such works as, "The Winnowers", "Young Women on the Banks of the Seine", and
"The Bride at Her Toilet" His work, "The Artist's Studio", was an allegory of influences on
his artistic life including the poet Baudelaire, and the philosopher, Proudhon. FTP, who was this
French painter, the leader of the Realist school, and the creator of the masterpieces, ''Burial at
Omans" and "The Stone-Breakers?"
Answer: Gustave Courbet
25. While professor of physics at the University of Vienna and director of the school's Physical
Institute, he worked on the propagation of light in moving media. Y et~ he is better known for his
research conducted under his mentor at the University ofLeiden. In physics, his principle allows
for the determination of energy levels in atoms and identification of them in terms of angular
momenta. In astronomy, it is used in measuring the magnetic field of the Sun and other stars.
FTP, who was this man, whose namesake effect states that lines in a spectrum of emitted light,
when immersed in a magnetic field, split into several lines?
Answer: Pieter Zeeman
26. His first designs were those of various private school buildings, including the Cranbook
Academy of Art in his home state. His first independent effort was the vast General Motors
Technical Center in Warren, Michigan, and he went on to complete the Kresge Auditorium and
chapel at MIT, the U.S. Embassy in London, and the Law School at the University of Chicago.
FTP, who was this architect best known for the TWA terminal in JFK International Airport and
the Gatewa-y AJ:ch in St. Louis.?
Answer: Eero Saarinen

Bonuses by Quincy
1. Identify the novels from opening lines FTP each or 5 if you need the author.
10: "Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way."
5: Leo Tolstoy
Answer: Anna Karenina
10: "I\.' rather handsome, light traveling carriage on springs rolled into the gates of an inn in a

certain provincial capital, the kind of carriage that is favored by bachelors."
5: Nikolai Gogol
Answer: Dead Sottl~
10: "On Feb. 24, 1815, the watchtower at Marseilles signaled the arrival of the three-master
Pharaon, corningJrom Smyrna, Trieste, and Naples."
5: Alexander Dumas
Answer: The Count of Monte Cristo

2. Charles was an extremely popular name for world monarchs. Given their parentage and/or a
brief description identify the country from which these Charles I's came from FTP each.
a) This country's Charles I was son of Charles Martel of Anjou-Naples and Clemencia of
Habsburg and claimed his country's throne after the death of Andrew III.
Answer: _Hungary_
b) This country's Charles I was son of King Louis and Maria Pia of Savoy and was assassinated in
his capitol city due to his refusal to obey the Brits and withdraw from certain African territories.
Answer: _Portugal_
.
c) This country's Charles I was Charles IV of its neighbor and renounced all participation in
affairs of state but did not abdicate in November of 1918.
Answer: Austria

3. 30-20- 10 identify the artist from works.
30: "The Coronation of the Virgin," "The Toilet of Venus," and "Old Woman Frying Eggs"
20: ''Portrait ofInnocent X," "The Infanta Margarita in a Pink Dress"
10: ''Las Meninas" or "The Maids of Honor"
Answer: Diego _ Velazquez_
4. Given a definition, identify the "A" word from chemistry on a 5-10-15 basis.
5: A functjonal group containing a carbonyl group with the carbon bonded to at least one
hydrogen.
Answer: _aldehyde_
10: A mixture of concentrated hydrochloric and nitric acids.

Answer: _aqua regIa_
15 : The rule stating that electrons enter energy levels in an atom in order of increasing energy,
filling on~ sublevel before moving on to the next.
Answer: _ autbau_ principle

5. Answer the following questions about a well known American writer FTP each.
a) _Make-Believe Town_ is a collection of his essays, _The Village_ is his sole novel, and his
dramas include _Speed the Plow_ and _Oleanna_
Answer: David Mamet
b) This Mamet play deals with two actors, one old and one young, who reveal themselves to each
other and the audience as they try a variety of different dramatic parts
Answer: A Life in the Theater
c) This Mamet play includes the characters of Ricky Roma, Shelley Levene, and Blake. The movie
version starred AI Pacino, Jack Lemmon, and Alec Baldwin.
Answer: _Glengarry Glen Ross_
6. Identify the historians from works FTP each.
a) _The Jewish War-> _Antiquities of the Jews_
Answer: Flavius _Josephus_ or Joseph _ben Matthias_
b) _The Age of Louis XIV-> _History of Charles XII-> and _Annals of the Empire_
Answer: Voltaire or Francois Marie Arouet
c) _Historiae-> _The Annals_
Answer: Publius Cornelius Tacitus

7. Identify the Harold Pinter play given a description FTP each.
a) This one.,-actplay.deals with two assassins waiting in a hotel room for their victim to .arrive.
One of them regrets his profession, leaves, and returns only to be killed by his partner.
Answer: The Dumbwaiter
b) This three-act play contains the characters Mick, an impudent charlatan, Aston, his
brain-damaged.brother, andDavies, an .old tramp. At certainpoin~s in the play both Aston and
Davies are entrusted to take care ofMick's house.
Answer: The Caretaker
c) This three-act play is set in the set in an English boardinghouse by the sea. It stars Stanley
Weber, a tenant in the house:> and two .sinister men, Goldberg and McCann.
Answer: The _Birthday Party_

8. Answer the following questions about professional golf for the stated number of points.
a) For 5 points each, what competition is the female counterpart to the Ryder Cup and what
competitjon pits the u.s. men' s golfers against the world team?
Answer: _Solheim Cup_ (women) and the _President's Cup_ (US vs. world)
b) FTP, this British golfer gives his name to the overlapping grip and to the trophy that goes to
the PGA player with the lowest scoring average in any given year.
Answer: Harry _ Vardon_
c) FTP, this golf course in Brookline, Massachusetts is the site of the 1999 Ryder Cup.
Answer: _The Country Club_

9. Identify the following Civil War Battles for the stated number of points.
a) FTP, In this July 21, 1861 battle General Irvin McDowell failed to disperse the Confederate
forces and was forced to retreat to Washington.
Answer: - First Battle of Bull·Run- or - First BattIeofManassasb) F5P ea~h, .Name either of the two Confederate Tennessee forts under the command of Albert
Sidney Johnston. Ulysses Grant successively gained control of them in February of 1862 with the
help of irpndad riverboats.
Answer: Fort _Henry_ and Fort _Donelson_
c) FTP, Though Robert E . Lee had only half as many men as Joseph Hooker, he was able to
defeat him at this Virginia battle that took place over the first 5 days of May of 1863.
Answer: Battle.of - ChanceHorsville.
10. Answer the following questions about the planet Uranus on a 5-io-15 basis.
5: What English astronomer discovered the planet in 1781?
Answer: Sir William - Herschel-10: Allor nothing,. name the two moons 6fUramis discovered by Herschel.
Answer: - Titania- and Oberon15 : What U.S. astronomer used stellar occultation measurements in 1977 to determine that the
planet possessed nine rings.
Answer: James Elliot

11 . Time for Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon. Given an actor with Bacon # of 1, give the movie in
which they starred with Bacon F5P each, and a 5 point bonus for all correct.
a) Jami Gertz:
_Quicksilver_
b) Tom Cruise:
_A Few Good Men
c) Minnie Driver:
_Sleepers_

d) Jennifer Aniston: _Picture.Perfect_
e) Matt Dillon:
_Wild Things_

12. Identify the group or communities from members FTP each.
a) George Ripley, Theodore Parker, Albert Brisbane, G.W. Curtis, and Nathaniel Hawthorne
Answer: Brook Farm
b) Lyttop Strachey, E.M. Forster, and Leonard Woolf
Answer: The _Bloomsbury Group_
c) Jean Dorat, Joachim Du Bellay, Pierre de Ronsard
Answer: La - Pleiade- or The Pleaides
13. Answer the following questions about amino acids for the stated number of points.
a) For 5 points, It is defined as the point or pH at which a molecule has no net charge
Answer: _Isoelectric_ pH or point
b) FTP, This amino acid is represented by the start codon of A-U-G, and in animals it is almost
always the first amino acid layed down in translation.
Answer: Methionine
c) For 15 points, It is the only one of the 20 common amino acids containing a polar side chain of
an aSH group, which-can form·disulfide bridges.inproteins;
Answer: _Cysteine_

14. Identify the following figures embroiled in United States foreign policy around the tum of the
19th century FTP for one and 30 points for both.
a) This man was the chief figure in the Cuban fight for independence from Spain. Exiled from
Cuba after the Ten Years War, he spent more than a decade in New York demanding Cuban
Independence. After returning to Cuba in 1895, he was soon killed.
Answer: Jose Marti
b) This leader of the Philippine rebels had also been exiled, but returned to Manila thanks to
transportation provided by Commodore George Dewey. He first fought fQr freedom from Spain
and then the United States before being captured in 1901.
Answer: Emilio _Aguinaldo_

15. Identify the anthropologists from works on a 15-5 basis
15: _Male and Female.:....> _Culture and Commitment_
S: _Growing up. in New Guinea.:....> ,-Coming of Age in Samoa_
Answer: Margaret _Mead_

15: _Totemism-, _Folklore in the Old Testament_
5 : _The Golden Bough_
Answer: Sir James George _Frazer_
16. Identify the following laws of Chemistry based on definitions FTP each.
a) The r&tio between the combining volumes of gases and the product, if gaseous, can be
expressed in small whole numbers.
Answer: _Gay-Lussac's_Law
b) When a gas is made up of a mixture of different gases, the pressure of the mixture is equal to
the sum of the partial pressures of the components.
Answer: Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures
c) Most metals require 6.2 calories of heat to the raise the temperature of 1 gram-atomic mass of
the elem~nt 1 degree on the Celsius scale.
Answer: _Dulong and Petit's_ Law

17. Identify the literary work from lines or authors on a 10-5 basis.
10: "Nature never did betray The heart that loved her"
5: William Wordsworth
Answer: _ Tintern Abbey_
10: "Are God and Nature then at strife, That Nature lends such evil dreams? So careful of the
type she seems, So careless of the single life."
5: Alfred Lord Tennyson
Answer: In Memoriam
10: "Good nature and good sense must ever join; To err is human, to forgive divine."
5: _ Alex~nder Pope_
Answer: Essay on Criticism

18.30-20-10 identify the composer from works.
30: _Jephtha-, _Joseph and his Brethren-, and _Hercules_
20: _Belshazzar-,_Semele-, and _Agrippina_
10: _The Resurrection-' _Water Music_
Answer: George Frideric _Handel_

19. Answer the following questions concerning the Persian Empire FTP each.
a) This I11an was the first emperor creating the Persian Empire by uniting Iran, and conquering the
regions ofParthia, Bactria, Lydia, and Babylonia.
Answer: _Cyrus I_or _Cyrus the Great_

·
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b) This man was the king of Lydia when it was conquered by Cyrus. He was proverbial for his
wealth
Answer: Croesus
c) Darius began and Xerxes finished a grand palace at this capital of the empire.
Answer: Yersepolis_

20. Given the cure and disease, identify the scientist who discovered it FTP each.
a) Oral application of the polio vaccine: Albert Sabin
b) Salvarsan 606 for syphilis:

Paul Ehrlich

c) A cowpox vaccine for smallpox:

Edward Jenner

21. 30-20-10, identify the U.S. physicist
30: He proposed a program of worldwide cooperation in research known as the International
Geophysical Year of 1957-58. As part of that program he designed and built much of the
instrumentation of the early Explorer satellites.
20: As head of the Applied Physics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins, he supervised the testing and
use of captured German V -2 rockets for atmospheric exploration. He also developed the Aerobee,
one of the first research rockets.
10: He discovered two belts or zones of radiation encircling the Earth.
Answer: James Van Allen

22. Answer the following questions about Zoroastrianism on a 5-10-15 basis.
5: This deity, the "Wise Lord," was the great god of Darius I before being proclaimed by
Zoroaster
Answer: Ahura Mazda
10: This country currently has the largest population of Zoroastrians. They are known as Parsees
Answer: India
15: This son of Ahura Mazda signifies good and the Bounteous Spirit
Answer: _ Spenta Mainyu_

23 . Given a national park, identify the state it is in F5P each and a 5 point
bonus for all correct.
a) Petrified Forest National Park: _Arizona
b) Badlands National Park:
South Dakota
c) Olympic National Park: _ Washington_
d) Bryce Canyon National Park:
Utah

•
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e) Arches National Park:

Utah

24. Answer these questions about u.s. trade policy for the stated number of points.
a) FTP, it is essentially a guarantee of establishing equality of trading opportunity among states by
making originally bilateral agreements multilateral.
Answer: Most-Favored-Nation · treatment or status .
b) For 5 points each, what are the two forms of most-favored-nation treatment?
Answer: . Conditional and Unconditional
c) FTP, One of the main principles in this 1948 pact was that under the unconditional status, any
tariff concession granted to a third party is granted to the contracting party.
Answer: _GATT_ or _General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade_

25 . Identify the following works from Japanese Literature for the stated number of points each.
a) FTP, This romance of the Heian period was written by Murasaki Shikibu
Answer: The _Tale of Genji_
b) For 5 points each, these were the two forms of plays written by the dramatist Chikamatsu
Monzaemon
Answers: Kabuki and Bunraku
c) FTP, This memoir was written by a lady-in-waiting at the empress's court during the last
decade of the 10th century.
Answer: The _Pillow-Book_ of Sei Shonagon

26. 30-20-10. Identify the philosopher from works
30: _Essay on Taste_ and the treatise, "The Universal Monarchy"
20: PersianLetters and Reflecti0H&on-the Causes of the Grandeur and Declension of the
Romans .
10: _The Spi.rit -ofLaws~
Answer: baron de La Brede et de _Montesquieu_ or Charles-Louis de Secondat _ Montesquieu_

